Test suites are designed to validate the operation of a system against requirements. One important aspect of a test suite design is to ensure that system operation logic i s tested completely. This is a difficult task. Code coverage tools support test suite designers by providing the information about which parts of source code are covered during system execution. Unfortunately, code coverage tools produce only source code coverage information. For a test engineer it is often hard to understand what the noncovered parts of the source code do and how they relate to requirements. We propose a generic approach that provides design coverage of the executed sofhvare simplifying the development of new test suites. We demonstrate our approach on common
design abstractions such as statecharts and structure diagrams. We implement the design coverage using tracing and trace analysis framework. Using design coverage, test suites could be created faster by focussing on untested design elements. 1 INTRODUCTION
Test suites are designed to validate the operation of a system against requirements. One important aspect of a test suite design is to ensure that system operation logic is tested completely. The test suite should drive a system through all logical system states to exercise all possible cases of operation. This is a difficult task.
There are approaches [1] [3] [4] that allow the generation of tests automatically from requirements with certain requirement coverage. However, this is possible only if requirements are specified in a formal language, which is rarely the case in an industrial setting.
When requirement coverage is not available, code coverage tools support test suite designers by providing the information about which parts of the source code are covered during system execution. When some of the code is not covered, a test engineer can extend the test suite with additional test cases to achieve the desired level of coverage. The goal is to reach a level of certainty that the tests did not leave out some code that contradicts the requirements.
Unfortunately, code coverage toois only produce source code coverage information. For a test engineer it is often hard to understand what the noncovered parts of the source code do and how they relate to requirements. The situation is even more complex when code generation tools are used to generate a large part of the source code as is common in industry. In these cases even programmers may find it difficult to interpret the code coverage information. Even when source code is hand-written, mapping it to requirements is not trivial. This is because requirements are typically concerned with system operation rather than with source code implementation. Many transformations applied to source code before it becomes an executing system complicate relating the requirements to source code.
To solve this problem, we have developed an approach to provide design coverage information. We instrument the code to obtain traces of system operation and then relate these traces to design diagrams. A trace of the instrumented code execution is analyzed and the results are visualized as coverage of design diagrams. We believe that our approach simplifies the construction of test suites that achieve a desired level of design coverage.
A design coverage tool makes it unnecessary for test engineers to analyze the source code in order to understand which parts of the design are not covered by a test suitea task that may require deep understanding of the source code and its relation to the design. Our approach is also effective when source is generated by code generators or is otherwise difficult to understand and statically map to the design, as is the case in eventbased designs, table-driven implementation of state machines, or other models with extensive run-time binding of components. At the same time design coverage tools do not substitute for code coverage tools when detailed coverage data of certain code is needed.
The next section describes the idea of design coverage in more detail. In sections 3-4 we present the coverage of common design abstractions. We then describe our prototype implementation of design coverage tools. We finish with a discussion of related work and conclusions. Figure 1 illustrates the elements of a typical software development process that are relevant for our discussion. The software is designed to satisfy the requirements whether or not requirements exist in a tangible form before the system design is completed. Source code is produced by programmers interpreting the design documents and by code generation tools that generate Test Suite Figure 1 . Code coverage in software development process Design partly describes system operation and partly system implementation in the source code. Design both maps onto the executing system and provides a highlevel mapping of the execution structure to the source code. Test engineers can learn much about the system execution from its design documents. If it were possible to determine the design coverage from the system execution, test engineers could use more design level information in building complete test suites.
DESIGN COVERAGE
The design coverage can be obtained using execution tracing tools with code instrumented to report events corresponding to abstractions in system design documents. A trace tool analyzes the semantics of a design to identify events corresponding to design controls > Execdon b elements ( Figure 2 ). Code written or generated from a design is augmented with trace events. An execution of a program produces a trace that is analyzed and mapped to the design by a trace analysis tool. Such mapping determines which elements of the design were covered and which were not covered by program execution. This is design coverage. The implementation of design coverage is described in section 5. The implementation of design coverage in testing depends on tools and descriptions used for design. Due to limited space, this paper discusses only design coverage for statecharts and structure diagrams in sections 3 and 4. Design coverage for other common design models such as activity diagrams and message sequence charts is discussed in [8] [91.
STATE MACHINE BASED DESIGNS
One way to model system behavior is using a state machine model [2] . Figure 3 . Mobile phone application statechart with design coverage This diagram expresses important requirements of precedence of the incoming call over editing an SMS message and the need to complete SMS send before an outgoing call can be dialed. Although the diagram is very simple, the code that implements the corresponding control structure may be very complex because state transitions depend on external events and are integrated with different subsystems of the mobile phone. Consequently, the information obtained from traditional code coverage tools would be very difficult to use and would require the test engineer to deeply understand the structure of the event-based phone software. It is hard to make decisions about coverage of the original design from the code coverage in the test. Using our approach, the test engineer receives coverage information that corresponds directly to the high-level diagram above.
For example, assume the test scenario in which the user edits an SMS message and sends it. Since design coverage provides state, event, and transition coverage, it shows the visited states, events that occurred, and transitions taken in the test. In Figure 3 , covered states are grayed out, events and covered transitions are bolded providing coverage visualization. Similar diagram would be shown in a design coverage tool. Tools could show coverage incrementally during program execution or summarized after the execution.
An engineer can use design coverage information to select tests for states and transitions not covered in the current test suite. In our example, the coverage shows that Dialing and Talking states as well as some transitions are not covered, so the engineer can design a test that uses dial call, outgoing call and other events to cover these states and transitions.
To obtain design coverage, events occurring during execution time have to be matched with the semantic representation of the design model. We propose a design representation and mapping process for statecharts that is simple to implement as a proof of concept, but is not optimized. A statechart is represented as a tuple database, where tuples have the form transition(lnitialState, Finalstate, Event). For example, the statechart above is represented as:
transition(ldle, Talking, incoming call); transition(ldle, Editing, send SMS); transition(ldle, Dialing, dial call); transition(Editing, Sending SMS, end edit); transition( Editing, Talking, incoming call); transition(Sending SMS, Idle, success); transition(Dialing, Talking, outgoing call); transition(Talking, Idle, hang up);
To obtain design coverage, a program would be instrumented with state(CurrentState) events at the points where the program is in the Currentstate and with event(CurrentEvent) events at the points where CurrentEvent occurs. An execution of the SMS send example would produce the following trace: This trace is matched with the statechart representation above. The matching can be done using a state machine traversal. The matching algorithm finds a tuple in the statechart representation that corresponds to the current state and the event following it in the trace. The algorithm determines the next state from the found tuple without enforcing execution correctness-if the next state determined from a state-machine traversal differs from the next state found in the trace, the tool stops and informs the user that a mismatch occurred. The result of the matching algorithm is all design tuples matched against the trace. Information from these tuples is used to highlight states and transitions in the graphical statechart representation (Figure 3) . then the test only covers this configuration, but not the configuration with one mobile phone number and one voicemail number. Design coverage information allows a test engineer to design additional tests that construct different object configurations.
The association coverage implementation requires detecting object configurations that occur during run time. In our example, it is necessary to check whether the field containing forwarding numbers was assigned mobile phone number and voicemail phone number. In more complex relationships objects may create a complicated graph of references. Finding occurrences of such graphs at run time is an NP-complete problem [6] , because the example graph has to be matched against the whole program object graph. In addition such matching has to be done after each field assignment that can change the object graph. One of the authors has previously implemented a tool called query-based debugger [6][7] that has the functionality needed and is optimized for this task. This tool can be used to detect structure diagram coverage.
IMPLEMENTATION
Design coverage is best implemented as a service in an integrated design and programming environment that has tracing capabilities. The implementation needs to trace design elements during the test execution and map the reported events back to the design. These requirements are best accomplished in an environment that already closely ties the design and the code. It is especially effective when code generation tools generate instrumentation together with the operation code. However, the design coverage can be implemented in practically any design and programming environment by using tracing tools. In the worst case, programmers will need to manually insert trace statements. Such manual instrumentation may provide incorrect or inconsistent information, diminishing the usefulness of the design coverage system. Yet sometimes this instrumentation can be piggybacked onto tracing events inserted by programmers for other purposes, reducing the effort and providing more reliable information.
We have implemented a prototype design coverage tool for a proprietary CASE environment that is used at Nokia to design and generate the source code for mobile telephone user interface software. This CASE tool uses state-machine paradigm with event and real-time based state transitions. Third Eye tracing and trace analysis framework [lo] provided us with facilities to report structured events needed for coverage information tracing. We instrumented the code generated by our proprietary CASE tool to report traces. For each state transition in the design diagram, Third Eye trace function calls are inserted into the switch statement of the U1 application function that handles state transitions.
Trace calls set events' properties: the application ID, the current and new state names, the transition ID, and the timestamp. The events are reported during application's execution and supply all information needed to map the transition back to the design diagram. An analysis tool, that we have not implemented yet, would visualize design coverage as given in examples. Examples of design coverage for mobile phone applications are given in [8] .
We have also implemented design coverage for message sequence charts [8], but have not yet implemented it for other design abstractions.
In our experience, the instrumentation did not noticeably slow down executing applications. The overhead of the design coverage instrumentation should be lower than the code coverage overhead, since traced events are less frequent. The trace-to-design matching overhead depends on the abstractions used. It is polynomial in terms of the number of tuples describing designs and linear in terms of the number of tuples in the trace for statecharts, activity diagrams and message sequence charts. A detailed study of the overhead should be done in the future. 
CONCLUSIONS
This paper deals with a problem of relating the test data to the design in a way similar to code coverage. Availability of such design coverage would simplify the design of a test suite that covers all necessary project requirements. Code coverage fails to achieve similar result in two ways: it may indicate that non-essential code was not covered or it may leave test engineers wondering whether an important design element was exercised.
We have proposed a new generic approach and a prototype tool implementation that directly produces design coverage of the executed test suite. This approach simplifies the design of test suites by not requiring a test engineer to understand low-level details of the source code. It also satisfies the need to check the coverage of design abstractions. Using design coverage, test suites can be created faster by focussing on untested design elements.
We have demonstrated design coverage for common design abstractions such as state machines, activity diagrams, message sequence charts and structure diagrams. Our prototype tool implementation allowed us to obtain the design coverage for mobile phone applications generated by a proprietary CASE tool. Additional research is needed on effectiveness and efficiency of the design coverage in practice. 8
